
Name: Score:

Daily Work

Today is:

How much?

Circle odd numbers:

544 f40J)

How many legs on 5 ducks,
3 horses, and 2 cows?

30

Work the problem:

5 + 9 - = ,

Solve: Joshua has 4 coins in
his pocket. Which
amount of money
could he have?

7S* 24*

349 loaves of bread were
on the shelf. 204 loaves
were sold. How many
loaves are left? 345

- ZOT

Use the editing marks to fix this sentence. Rewrite it correctly. ^

mr morrison asked would you like to go to theffnuvie^on tuesdavA= A — A"* ^ — — y - ?
0 "

\Alou\ ^ou like. -Vfl 4-r>

mov\'es> QA

Put the words in ABC order:

between biggest bugle banana bother
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Name: Score:

Daily Work

Today is:

How much? II I M l t . l > h l M >.-• "< '•'•'i [ "

y^ss?

Complete:

208, 210, 212, _2m

Greater/Less than:

303 < 3 1 2

Circle the largest number:

6,856 6,586

- 257

17.1

36
+ 2g

^

254
+ 238

Where is he going in such a hurry? Please use
complete sentences and remember all rules!
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Name: Score:

Daily Work

Today is:

How much?

Circle: ODD ^EVEN*)

502

Solve:

RS3 443
- 65g + 381

325 32.H-

Wes has 2 coins

20<t

Using only quarters, dimes,
make $1 .38. You must use

varied

Which amount can't he have?

26<t ((45) 35<t

nickels, and pennies, show one way to
at least three different valued coins.

Use the editing marks to fix this sentence. Rewrite it correctly. ^ A Q — -

mr ricks fefcoog not>s^a the small animal hiding in the big bush
" —n

coul^ Sfr\a\Ain

9

i A iYî  ln\ buSn-

Put the words in ABC order:

iable
DW4 - 3

tuba tell till

-k\ tUJ

table told

TDla Tuba
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Name: Score:

Daily Work

Today is:

733 people_weiejn the movie theater. 97 of
them left .How manV people wei(6 left yi the
movie
Please circle the clue words and show your work.

_ people are left in the theater.

Complete:

217, 215, 213,

Round to nearest ten: Add the signs: + or-:

= 2 6 8 = 1 4

Color the tenth square green. Color the fourth square red.

Write a complete sentence answer to
the questions about this picture.

l - What must Mom be thinking right now?

2.
What do you think Mom will tell her son?
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Name: Score:

Daily Work

Today is:

Mr. Draper jogs 9 miles every week. (How many total miles
will Mr. Draper jog in 12 weeks.
Please circle the clue words and show your work.

11

Mr. Draper will jog total miles.

How much? 3 quarters,
5 dimes, and 3 pennies?

Write the ten's number:

5732 3

Work the problem:

mystery / \adventure
bothm

mm

How many children like only mystery stories? n
How many children like only adventure stories?

How many children like both mystery and adventure stories?

Circle One:

This is an example of what type of graph? Bar/ Venn Diagra^ Line

Answer the question in a complete sentence answer: Please write the number as a word.

How many quarters are in two dollars? varf eel

he^re are. eiahV QuarV^rs \r\w

Circle the compound words in these sentences:

1. Matthew is a firefighter) in Alabama.

2. Every Q^fternoon^Jamie watches her drandson.

3. The policemarL)chased the speeding car down the(highway.
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